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streamlines the rate request and
maintenance process. Dynamic tables keep

up-to-date rate information at your
fingertips to improve service and efficiency.
Let’s make drayage pricing easier.
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Take control of your rates – improve profitability with each move
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DispatchTariff gives full
visibility and control of your
drayage rates. Integrated
with DispatchManager, the
DispatchTariff module allows you
to maintain all your tariffs, both
standard and custom, within
your IAS Dispatch workflow.
Instantly create, view, update,
or delete rates with easy-touse fields. When combined

Benefits

with DispatchTender or
DispatchOptimizer, DispatchTariff
takes dray decision-making to
a new level of efficiency as a
trusted benchmark for evaluating
incoming work order quotes.
DispatchTariff offers immediate
benefits without the high cost
associated with developing,
hosting, or maintaining traditional
software or in-house IT projects.

–– Discover your most
cost-effective partners for
any given move

–– Improve customer service
with fast, accurate
quotes

–– Eliminate the administrative
burden of maintaining paperbased rate books or Excel
spreadsheets

–– Seamlessly interact
with DispatchManager,
DispatchOptimizer, and
DispatchTender

–– Share information quickly
and easily with authorized
users across your network

–– Avoid the investment and
maintenance costs associated
with in-house IT systems

–– Reduce tender time and
costs with pre-approved
tariffs for standard work
order creation

–– Keep rate information
accurate and up-to-date
with automated expiration
dates

–– View all your rates in one
simple, secure, centralized
system

A more efficient and
convenient process
Picture the scene. Dispatchers holding
on the phone for rate information.
Workflow disrupted by the wait for
partners to come back and confirm
rates through fax or email. A stack
of fresh sheets waiting for someone
to file them in the rate binder and
take out the old papers. Or Excel
spreadsheets needing to be updated
and circulated. Who is checking that
all your dispatchers are using the latest
version of the file? Traditional methods
of rate management create a constant
administrative headache for busy
dispatch departments.

Today, the companies consistently
achieving the best prices in the
most efficient way are doing so with
centralized, automated global rate
management technology. Move beyond
pouch-updated rate binders and slash
the time spent chasing down rates
by phone, fax, and email with simple,
intuitive on-demand software that gives
your whole dispatch department reliable
rate information when and where they
need it, within their dispatch screens.
Release your team from tedious
administration for more productive and
rewarding activity, moving work orders
faster and ensuring the very best prices
for the job.

IAS provides greater visibility, control, and optimization of assets by supplying a platform for collaboration to unite the global trade, transportation, and logistics industry.
IAS solutions, quickly implemented and immediately beneficial, can be operated as turnkey online solutions, completely customized, or integrated into existing transportation
management systems. The web-native applications and brokerage services move clients away from costly, low-value, tactical IT challenges such as patching in new partners and
implementing, upgrading and maintaining software and hardware towards the ability to focus on strategy and immediate value creation. Increasingly, every firm’s success is tied
inextricably to partner performance, cost management, environmental impact, and quality. The IAS platform and solution portfolio connect thousands of trading partners including
leading ocean carriers, motor carriers, railroads, logistics providers, equipment lessors, repair depots, and terminals, converting the entire community’s input into actionable
information to enable clients to increase revenue, margin, and service.

